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THE STUDY OF STAGES I TO IV OF IRRADIATED OR QUENCHED TUNGSTEN M P 
TUNGSTEN ALLOYS BY FIELD-ION MICROSCOPY 

D. N. Seidman, K. L. Wilson and C. H. Nielsen 
Cornell University, Department of Materials Science and Engineering 

and the Materials Science Center, Bard Hall, 
Ithaca, New York 1^853 

ABSTRACT 

The progress made at Cornell since 1972 in applying the 
quantitative field-ion microscope (FIM) technique to the 
study of point defects in irradiated tungsten and tungsten 
alloys or quenched tungsten is revfewed. The emphasis has 
been placed on ascertaining recovery mechanisms for the major 
recovery stages which are consistent with both other FIM ob
servations as well as observations employing more macroscopic 
techniques; hence point defect recovery models are presented 
for recovery Stages I to III. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The recovery behavior of irradiated or quenched tungsten (W) has been 
intensively studied by standard macroscopic techniques and much of the ear
lier research had been reviewed by Schultz ' ' and Nihoul. A large ex
perimental effort had been expended on this Group VIB metal, since it is 
the one BCC metal which can be purified to a state that is relatively free 
of both substitutional and interstitial impurity atoms. The early qualita
tive applications of the FIM technique to radiation damage by Muller, 
Sinha and Muller, and Brandon et al. demonstrated the potential of the 
FIM for point-defect studies; the FIM studies through 1968 have be.en review
ed by Muller and Galligan. In 1972 Seidman1 reviewed the FIM experi
ments, on ion-irradiated W and quenched platinum performed at Cornell, 
which demonstrated that very detailed quantitative information about the 

* Now at: Sandia Laboratories, Livermore, California 9^550. 
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properties of self-interstitial atoms (SIA's), mono and divacancies and the 
structure of depleted zones was obtainable by this highly direct observa
tional technique. In this paper we present an updated version of our ear
lier review article with emphasis being placed on the point-defect recov
ery mechanisms of irradiated W and W alloys or quenched W as determined 
from FIM observations. The results of the Cornell experiments are compared 
with other FIM observations only when a point-defect recovery-mechanism had 
been assigned; in addition, the results are compared with the interpreta
tion of experiments performed employing macroscopic measurements. In this 
manner a point-defect model is presented for recovery Stages I to III. 

2. THE RECOVERY BEHAVIOR OF TUNGSTEN AND TUNGSTEN ALLOYS 
IN STAGES I AND II 

2.1. Features and Principles of the In-Situ FIM Irradiation Experiments 

The in-situ FIM irradiation experiments have a number of unique advan
tages and features which are now listed. They are: (l) the direct observa
tion of individual SIA's and vacancies and their clusters; (2) the ability 
to prepare an atomically clean surface by field-evaporation prior to an ir
radiation; (3) the capability of irradiating under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 
conditions (̂ 10 torr) with a magnetically-analyzed W ion-beam; (U) a 
continuous-flow liquid-helium cryostat in combination with a heater allows 
an irradiation anywhere in the temperature range ̂ 6 to 525K; (5) the con
trolled dissection of an FIM tip on an atom-by-atom basis at the irradia
tion temperature (T.); and (6) the direct observation of SIA's migrating to 
the surface of a specimen during an isochronal warming experiment. 

In the case of the in-situ irradiations each specimen was irradiated 
in the absence of an electric field (E). Thus the irradiations were per-

** 
formed in the absence of the large negative hydrostatic pressure (p) pro
duced by the imaging electric field (E.). This procedure removes the ques-

* The time to irradiate a specimen to a given dose was always less than th< 
time to form an adsorbed monolayer. _ 
** In the case of W this is "VlO^ dyne cra"̂  at a best image voltage (BIV) 
corresponding to U.75VA--'-. , 
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tion of the role played by E. during the point defect production stage. 
After a specimen was irradiated at a given T. one of 2 basic experiments 
was performed. The first experiment determined the detailed 3dimensional 
pointdefect distribution by the pulsedfield evaporation technique at T.. 
This technique involved the automated application of a fieldevaporation 
pulse before the recording of each frame of 35mm cine film. The second ex
periment involved the isochronal warming of the FIM specimen from T. and 
the simultaneous recording of the image of the surface which is maintained 
at the BIV characteristic of T.. The surface of the FIM specimen is an ex

l 

cellent sink for point defects and hence the arrival of an individual SIA 
is detected when it approaches the surface. Figure 1 or our earlier review 
article illustrates these 2 basic experiments. 

2.2. The Basic Isochronal Spectrum 
12 13 

In our earliest insitu FIM experiments (Scanlan et al. ' and 
i

 l k \ I , * J 4. ■ 15,16,17,18 
Beavan et al. ), as well as in recent experiments we have as
cribed the process of longrange migration in Stage I to a peak that occurs 
at ̂ 38K in our FIM isochronal spectra. An isochronal spectrum is shown in 
Fig. 1; this is a composite spectrum constructed from 5 spectra for 2pass 
zonerefined (PZR) W irradiated at 6K with 30keV W ions to a dose of 
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Fig. 1. A composite FIM isochronal spectrum of 5 spectra for W irradiated 
at 6K with 30 keV VT1" ions to a dose of 5xl012 cm2 and warmed to 120K at a, 
rate of ̂ 3K min1
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12 -2 -1 
5x10 cm and warmed to 120K at a rate of ̂ 3K min . In our earliest re-

no i ̂  
search ' on this subject 3 isochronal anneals were performed for T.^8K 
and recently ' ' we have used both T.=15 and l8K. The spectra for all 
these anneals were essentially identical to the one shown in Fig. 1 [e.g. , 
compare with Fig. 2(A)]. Hence, we conclude that there is no long-range 
migration of SIA's between ^6 and l8K and that it is sufficient to use T.= 
18K to observe all the long-range migration. This conclusion is corrobor
ated by the pulsed-field evaporation experiments, performed at 15K for T.= 
15K, which showed that the initial state of damage consisted of depleted 
zones within 100A of the irradiated surface and a distribution of immobile SIA's. The dominant peak at "V38K v a s a result of the long-range migra
tion of the SIA's that were initially observed to be immobile at 15K. The 
FIM isochronal experiments can only detect a substage that involves long-
range migration and not substages that involve close-pair recovery; hence 
Stage I must terminate at ^k^K and not 100K as suggested by earlier re
searchers . ' ' ' 

2.3- The Volume Change of Migration of the Stage I SIA 

The standard question raised when FIM annealing results are presented 
is: "What is the effect of E on the diffusivity (D ) of the SIA?" We have 
studied this question in detail and have shown that the volume change of 
migration (Av .) of the Stage I SIA in W is less than 0.02 atomic volume 

—1 (ft ); hence the E. of ̂ U.75VA used reduces the internal energy change of 
migration (Au .) of the SIA by less than 0.02eV. We now discuss the details 
involved in determining these values. 

The E. applied to an FIM tip generates a negative p in the tip volume 
-| /T O p pp 

0(0.1 to 1) x 10 " cm ] which is ̂ E./8rr . This p dilates the lattice and 
changes the enthalpy change of migration (Ah .) of an SIA by an amount that 
depends on the value of pAv .. The thermodynamic relationship between all 
the quantities involved for Av . positive and p negative is: 

^2 E. 
Ah, . = Au . + pAvn . = Au- . - p Av. . = hi. . - sr Av (l) 

l l l l l l l l ' ' l l l l OTT l l 
The effect of a decrease in Ah., . is to increase D., . and to make the SIA 

li li 
mobile at a T where, in the absence of E., it would be immobile. The quan-



tity D . is given by 

D1. = £a^v exp [-Ag^/kT] = D ^ exp [-Ag^/kT], (2) 

where £ is a number which depends on the geometry of the SIA, a is the lat
tice parameter, V is the frequency with which an SIA at the saddlepoint goes 
to a new site, Ag . is the Gibbs free energy change of migration and kT has 
its usual significance. The ratio (n) of the D in a stressed FIM tip to 

13 
D . in an unstressed tip is given by 

The two basic experiments used to determine the effect of E. on Ah, . 
1 li 

were as follows: 
. * 

1. A series of FIM tips were electropolished from 4-PZR W rod and irradi-+ 12 -2 ated in-situ with 30keV W ions at T, = l8K to a dose of ̂ 5x10 " cm in I 
the absence of both E. and the imaging gas (He). The E. was then applied 
and the surface damage was removed by pulsed-field evaporation. Each spec
imen was next warmed isochronally from 18 to 120K and the SIA flux was con
tinuously photographed as a function of T. 
2. This experiment was similar to the first type except that each U-PZR 
specimen was irradiated at T. = 50K in the absence of E. and the imaging 
gas and then cooled to l8K. The E. was then applied at l8K and the specimen 
was then isochronally warmed from this T. 

Figure 2 shows the results of these experiments; Fig. 2(A)' is for T. = 
18K and Fig. 2(B) is for T. = 50K. The histograms show the fraction of 
the total defect recovery per 5K interval as a function of T(K). In Fig. 
2(A) note the long-range migration peak at ̂ 38K and the fact that 50-1% of 
the recovery occurs below 50K for T. = l8K; Fig. 2(B) shows that only 9.2% 

of the total recovery occurs below 50K for T. = 50K. The 38K peak observed 

* This W rod had a diameter of VL.5mm and a resistivity ratio R (R=pn ^/ 
PU 2K) °^ 5x10^, where p represents the resistivity uncorrected for any 
possible specimen size effects. 
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for T. = l8K is absent for T. = 50K and the absolute number of SIA's ob
1 i 

served per run was less for T. = 50K. Thus it was concluded that the Stage 
I SIA must be mobile at 50K in the absence of E. and that the 38K long
range migration peak was essentially unaffected by E.. 
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Fig. 2. (A) A composite FIM isochronal spectrum of 7 spectra for W irra
diated at 18K with 30keV W+ ions to a dose of 5xl012cm2. (B) A composite 
FIM isochronal spectrum of 6 spectra for W irradiated at 50K with 30keV W+ 

ions to a dose of 5xl012cm2 and cooled to l8K in the absence of E. The 
specimens were warmed from 18 to 120K at a rate of ̂ 2.5K min1

. 

The maximum possible downward temperature shift of the 38K peak was 
<10K as a result of the pAv ™ effect. This shift of <10K can be converted 

li 
into an enthalpy change since there is a linear relationship between the T 
at which a maximum occurs in the peak (T ) and the activation energy (Q) 

m . 16 . 
for the recovery process. For W .this relationship is 

Q(eV) ̂  2.2x10 3T (K) 
m (fc) 

13 
The linear form of Eq. (U) follows directly from the diffusion model dis

cussed in Section 2.U. Thus a shift of <10K in T corresponds to an en
m m 

thalpy change of <0.02eV caused by the pAv term. Finally, substitution 
of E = U.75VA1 ' into Eq. (l) yields the result that Avnm<0.02ft . We 

i li _̂  a 
note that for Av m<0.02ft and an evaporation field (E ) of 6VA that the 

li a e 
ratio of D . during pulsedfield evaporation at l8K to D . while imaging at 
38K is 'VLO''. In addition, E is applied to the specimen for a total of 
only 'MOsec during the postirradiation peel; no significant SIA migration 
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could have occurred under these experimental conditions. In conclusion, it 
is the small upper limit for Av . that minimizes the effect of E.. The mag
nitude of the pAv., . term is consistent with our observation of immobile 

r li 
SIA's at T. = 15K. The present conclusion that Av"1. is less than 0.02ft 

1 lx 13 a 

for the SIA is a smaller value than our first upper-bound of 0.1ft ; the 
new value of Av . is consistent with the only theoretical calculations of 

2S1 
this quantity. It is also consistent with the recent experiments of 

25 
Dausinger and Schultz which suggest a possible downward shift of our data 
by ̂ 5 to 6.5K as a result of the pAv . effect (see Section 2.6). 

2.k. The Shape of the Stage I Lor.g-Range Migration Peak 

It is now shown that the peak at ̂ 38K fits a diffusion model that had 
13 been developed for the FIM situation. This model yielded the following 

expression for the flux of SIA's (J .) crossing the surface of an FIM tip 
as a function of T: 

J % 3 exp (- —) 2-* exP (- n ry exp (-—)}, (5) 
y n=l y. 

, . irT,/A, m „ . _2_o », ra/T,2 where y is kT/Ah ., li 
less) and 6 is £8TTRC D . The quantity c is the initial concentration 
of SIA's (number cm~3), £ is the fraction of the total area of the spheri
cal tip which is observed, R is the average tip radius and a is the iso
chronal warming rate. 

The data presented here is for an annealed Westinghouse specimen (R=50). 
This particular type of specimen was chosen for the present analysis as all 
the data was obtained from 3 different irradiations on the same specimen. 
The value of R varied by only 20A between the first and the last irradiation; 
thus the broadening effect due to the superposition of different runs on 
specimens with different R values was minimized. Since the 38 and 50K 
peaks overlapped slightly the termination T of the 38K peak could not be 
determined unambiguously; it was set at T=U2K. The jk SIA events detected 
below U2K in the spectrum for the R=50 W are displayed in Fig. 3- Equation 

ere y is kT/Ah . , r is u D7 .Ah ./R ak (both y, T and J. ./3 are dimension-li li li li 

* The data for the R=5xlo\ 1.5x10^ and 15 W specimens is essentially iden
tical to the data for this R=50 specimen. 
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5 is superimposed on this histogram for a F value of 10 ; the curve was 
positioned so that T coincided with the observed maximum. While the fit 

m 
is not perfect the histogram does approach the calculated width at half-
maximum of hK; the leading edge of the histogram extends to a slightly low
er T than the model predicts. This premature flux may be attributed to 
SIA's positioned.only a few atom layers below the surface. A calculation 

26 m 
by Beeler has shown that the value of Ah is less than the bulk value for 
the first few layers below an external surface. Hence, the near surface 
SIA's may have become mobile at a lower T than the bulk SIA's. 
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Fig. 3. A composite FIM isochronal spectrum for an R=50 specimen with a 
2K interval. The specimen was irradiated at l8K with 30keV W ions and 
warmed at a rate of ̂ 2.5K min~l. 

2.5- The Stage II Recovery Behavior 

2.5-1- The Isochronal Annealing Spectra for Stage II 

The FIM isochronal annealing spectra, below 120K, of five different 
purity levels of W, W-0.5at.% and 3at.% Re alloys, and high purity W speci
mens doped with carbon were determined after in-situ irradiations at T. = 

+ 12 -2 1 

18K with 30keV W ions to a dose of 5x10 cm . The five different purity 
levels of W investigated were: (l) U-PZR single-crystals (R=5xl0 ); (2) 
1-PZR single-crystals (R=1.5xl0 ); (3) Westinghouse polycrystalline wire 
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annealed at 2U00°C for 1 hour in a vacuum of VLxlO torr (R=50); (U) Mater
ials Research Corporation (MRC) VP grade wire (R=15); and (5) Westinghouse 
polycrystalline wire in the asreceived state (R=5). The value of R=5xl0 
corresponds to a few appm of impurity atoms, while R=5 corresponds to an 
impurity atom concentration of M O appm [based on lxlO~ ftcm(at./0 as the 
specific resistivity of an impurity atom]. The two W(Re) alloys were ini
tially in the form of commercial polycrystalline wires. The W(C) alloy 
was prepared by radiation quenching an R=5xl0 single crystal in a partial 
pressure of methane; a resistivity measurement showed that it contained 
^50 appm. 

The k highest purity W specimens exhibited the same basic spectrum 
seen in Figs. 1 and 2(A); i.e., a series of distinct recovery peaks at 
V38K, 50, 65 and 80K with a small amount of recovery observed up to 120K. 
Figure 1» is a composite diagram summarizing the results for these h purity 
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Fig. h. The composite isochronal warming spectra for k different purity 
levels of W; only the data below 87K is included in this figure. 

levels. The quantity R was varied from 5x10 to 15 yet only minor varia
tions were seen in the FIM isochronal recovery spectra. The R=5 W iso
chronal spectrum lacked the sharp peak structure found above 1+5K in the 
purer specimens, but the dominant 38K peak was still present. 

The W3at.% Re alloy showed almost no_ recovery over the entire range 
from 18 to 120K. The W0.5at.% Re alloy exhibited strongly reduced recov
ery, with respect to pure W, between 18 and 120K; in addition, the long
range migration peak was between 30 to 35K. This downward shift in T 

m 
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with increasing impurity atom concentration had been predicted. Recently 
we have extended the isochronal warming experiments to 393K for the W-3at.% 
Re alloy and have found no evidence for the release of SIA's from the Re 
atoms; this observation implies a binding enthalpy change (Ah ) of 
>0.8eV of an SIA to a Re atom. In the case of the W-(c) alloy the peak at 
38K was diminished by ̂ 20% when the C level in an R=5xl0 specimen was in
creased by a factor of ̂ 200 over its concentration in undoped single cry
stals. The substage II peak at ^50K has grown in size (see Fig. 5) at the 
expense of the 38K peak; this constitutes very clear evidence for the for
mation of SIA-C complexes in Stage I and the subsequent release of the SIA's 
from the C atoms in substage II (rv<50K). This latter observation means 

b* A 
that Ah . between an SIA and a carbon atom is ̂ 0.03eV. li 
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Fig. 5- The composite warming spectrum for an R=5xl0 specimen doped with 
carbon. 

All the above experiments lead us to the conclusion that for the un
alloyed W the SIA's only interacted rather weakly with the impurity atoms 
in the FIM tips and that SIA-SIA interactions dominated the recovery be
havior. This is the result-of the fact that the concentration of SIA's in 

Ik the local vicinity of a depleted zone is Mat.55, while the average impur-
13 ity atom concentration is <lat.%. Scanlan et al. had suggested, on the 

basis of random-walk calculations which assumed a uniform distribution for 

m ra * Calculated on the assumption that Q=Ah . + Ah . and taking Ah . equal 
to 0.082eV from our experiments.-'-1-''13 
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both the SIA's and the impurity atoms, that the recovery peaks they observ
ed above ^2K (for R=UxlO ) were caused by either the release of SIA's from 
impurity atoms or the migration of SIA's (di-SIA' s, tri-SIA's, etc.). In 
view of the present experimental results it is clear that their calculations 
over-estimated the importance of the trapping of SIA's by impurity atoms in 
the FIM situation. 

The above picture is corroborated by preliminary dose dependence exper-
17 iments. Three isochronal anneals were performed on R=50 W irradiated at 

13 -2 18K to a dose of 5x10 cm . These experiments exhibited a dimunition of 
the 38K peak and an enhancement of the 50K peak. In addition, the SIA flux 
out of the xip was anisotropic; almost no recovery was observed on the half 
of the tip exposed to the 30keV W ion beam. This latter phenomenon was 
caused by internal SIA recovery at depleted zones and/or by the formation 
of immobile SIA clusters. 

2.5.2. SIA Contrast Patterns 

The primary contrast pattern produced by the SIA's, during the iso
chronal warming experiments, was a single extra-atom spot (also commonly 
called an extra-bright spot). Examples of this contrast pattern in differ-

12 
ent regions of a W surface may be seen in Fig. 6 of Scanlan et al., Fig. 

28 17 
h of Robinson et al. and Fig. 11 of Wilson and Seidman. Amongst the 
1062 SIA events observed in our recent study ' 91-25% exhibited this 
contrast pattern; the remaining SIA events were multiple-spot contrast-pat
terns (considered as a single defect in the histograms). The double-spot 
contrast-effects occurred over the entire range of T in which single-spot 
contrast-effects were observed; hence both the single and double-spot con
trast effects were most likely caused by a single SIA. 

The contrast patterns with 3 or more spots indicated that SIA cluster
ing must have occurred within the FIM specimen during the isochronal anneals. 13 This conclusion is substantiated by the fact that the high dose (5x10 
_o 

cm ) experiments showed an increase in multiple-spot (3 or more) contrast 
patterns. In addition, a post-anneal peel on a specimen irradiated to this 
high dose exhibited contrast patterns which were indicative of SIA cluster 
formation. The 50K irradiations also exhibited an increase in the inci-
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dence of multiplespot contrast patterns. This increase can be understood 
29 

in terms of a decreased focused replacement collision sequence (RCS) range 
which lead to a greater local concentration of SIA's in the vicinity of 
each depleted zone and hence to a greater concentration of SIA clusters. 

The evidence presented here is consistent with the motion and perhaps 
also the dissolution and growth of SIA clusters between ^45 and 120K in W 
ionirradiated W. It is clear that this portion of Stage II must also in
volve the longrange migration of SIA's and SIA clusters as this is what 
the FIM isochronal experiment is able to detect. The geometry of the FIM 
tips limits the total number of jumps (n.) to ̂ R^/a [̂ (l to 3)xl0 ]; hence 

J ° -k 5 
it is difficult at the dilute SIA concentrations (MO to 10 at.fr.) we 
have studied to continuously follow the growth or dissolution of these clus
ters. 

2.6. Comparison with Other Experiments 
A series of detailed Stage I and II experiments have been performed by 

25 30 31 
Schultz and coworkers (Dausinger and Schultz, Kunz et al. and Kunz ) 
on W electronirradiated at 4.2K. First, in what we denote Stage I (0 to 
•̂ 45K) they find, in R=7xl0 W (3.5mm diameter, uncorrected for size effect) 
irradiated to a closepair concentration of 25appm, recovery peaks at 11, 
17, 27, 30.5, 38 and 1+3K. The recovery peaks at 27, 30.5, 38 and 43K were 
enhanced when the specimens were quenched (to seed them with vacancies) 
prior to the electron irradiation and suppressed by the addition of impuri
ties; thus all these substages involve longrange migration. The recovery 
substages at 38 and 43K were strongly enhanced, while the peaks■at 27 and 
30.5K were only weakly enhanced. Furthermore, Dausinger and Schultz show 
that only the substage between 24 and 30K shifts to lower T with increasing 
closepair concentration; hence they ascribe this substage to uncorrelated 
longrange migration (in analogy to substage I in Cu). Their suggestion 
that the FIM peaks are shifted to lower T's by 5 to 6.5K implies that the 
recovery we have observed between M 5 and 28K (see Fig. l) corresponds to 
their substage between 24 to 30K and our peak at 38K corresponds to their 
1+3K peak. ' 

In commenting on their interpretation we emphasize that in the FIM sit

http://at.fr
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uation the value of n. (and hence T ) is determined by the value of the tip 
J m 

radius, while in the electron-irradiation situation studied by Schultz and 
co-workers the value of n. is determined by the concentration of close-pairs 
remaining at the beginning of the uncorrelated long-range migration peak. 
Thus, it is possible that our 38K peak is at a higher T than their 24 to 
30K peak simply because the SIA's made more jumps in the FIM situation. An 
exact calculation of n. for the two experiments is hard. In view of the 
size of our 38K peak and the simple contrast patterns observed for the SIA 
in this T range this second interpretation is as plausible to us as the 
pAv . argument. 

32 
In a recent letter Okuda and Mizubayashi present the results of in

ternal friction and dynamic modulus experiments on oriented single-crystals 
which were fast-neutron irradiated near 4.2K. They interpreted the results 
of their experiments to imply that the long-range migration of a <110> split 
SIA is responsible for the pinning peak they observed at M5K and that the 
pinning peak they observed at 30K corresponds to the detrapping of SIA's 
from impurity-atom traps. This result is in contradiction with our obser
vation of immobile SIA's at 15K. It is also in contradiction with the Kunz 
et al. observation that this peak was unaffected by the pre-irradiation 
quench. Okuda and Mizubayashi's counter argument concerning this observa
tion is that the prequenching treatment also resulted in the dispersal of 
impurity clusters and hence negated the recovery enhancement effect of the 
quenched-in vacancies. Their argument would only be valid if the number of 
SIA's annihilated at quenched-in vacancies was exactly compensated for by 
an equal number of SIA's becoming trapped at impurity atoms. Very recent 
quenching studies on W employing the FIM technique and resistivity measure
ments, still in progress, indicate that the quenched-in resistivity incre
ment may consist mainly of dispersed impurity atoms, vacancy-impurity atom 
clusters, and a small concentration of isolated monovacancies. ' ' 
Thus, if_ long-range migration occurred at M5K this peak should have been 
suppressed by the pre-quenching treatment. Since, this was not the case we 
conclude that the peak at 15K is most likely due to close-pair recovery. 

In summary, the present picture that we now have for Stage I of W in
volves two close-pair recovery peaks at 11 and 17K, a correlated long-range 
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migration recovery peak at M8.5K and an uncorrelated long-range migration 
peak between M!4 to 30K. The FIM experiments directly support the con
clusion that there is no uncorrelated long-range migration below ̂ 24K. 

In addition, the FIM experiments also provide very direct evidence for 
the long-range migration of SIA's and SIA clusters in Stage II between ^U5 
and 120K. The FIM observations of long-range migration of SIA's in Stage 
II is in agreement with the Dausinger-Schultz results if a small T shift is 
made to superimpose the long-range migration peaks in the two sets of data. 

3- THE SEARCH FOR THE STAGE III SIA .18 

An FIM search has been performed for the thermally converted Stage III 
SIA (Stage III starts at ^500K), which is required in a 2-interstitial mo-
del, in both ion and electron-irradiated W. Within the framework of a 2-
interstitial model a 2 slow-moving (Stage III) SIA forms as the result of 
the thermally activated conversion of the fast (Stage I) SIA. The Stage I 
SIA is considered to be metastable with respect to the Stage III SIA and to 
convert thermally with an enthalpy change of conversion (Ah . ) . The mean 
distance (x.) traversed by the fast SIA before it converts is 

x. = 
1 

6D li exp 
A , c A, m Ah, . - Ah, . li li. 

2kT (6) 

where V is an attempt frequency for the conversion process; in addition, 
Ah, . is li >Ah . since for W a Stage I SIA is known to exist. ' A neces
sary condition for the slow SIA to be physically observable by FIM is that 
x. be less than the typical distance to an SIA sink. Hence, another way to 
formulate the problem is to require that the time for the Stage I SIA to 
travel a mean-squared diffusion distance \2 to an SIA sink be greater than 
the time for the conversion process. It can be shown that this leads to 
the inequality: 

Ah,C < Ah," + kT.ln li li l 
v X 

6Dli 
(7) 

m Equation (6) demonstrates that for Ah .>Ahv. the value of x. decreases as 
1 1 lllR X 

T. increases, while an additional inequality- 0̂ shows that for a given D , 
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c """3" Ah,. and X that there is a characteristic T. above which one must irradiate li 1 
to observe the slow SIA. Thus, the chance of seeing a converted SIA is en
hanced by irradiating the specimen at as high a value of T. as possible 
which is still below the onset of Stage III. The use of a high T. also min
imizes x. and hence decreases the probability of the fast SIA being trapped 
by an impurity atom before it thermally converts. Finally, Eq. (7) shows c that it is possible to calculate an upper bound to Ah . if one observes the 
converted SIA and if the values of D, . , V*" and A2 are known. 

li 

+ l ft 
3.1. The 20 or 30 keV W Ion-Irradiation of Tungsten° 

The 20 or 30keV W ions produce depleted zones at a depth of ̂ 50 to 
100A below the irradiated surface which consist of a vacancy-rich core (MO 
at.?) surrounded by a mantle of SIA's (M at.?) as well as a number of SIA's 
which are separated from the depleted zones by a distance of ̂ 50 to 150A. ' 
lU 29 

' These latter SIA's are produced by the RCS mechanism. The SIA-vacan-
cy events which result in recombination cannot be detected by the pulsed-
field evaporation technique. In addition, since the irradiations are per
formed at T.'s towards the top of Stage II any di-SIA's which form are high
ly mobile and will simply anneal out. Thus, only 3 distinct possible situ
ations must be considered; they are: (l) Ah is small enough for the fast 
SIA to convert within the tip volume; (2) Ah . is so large that the SIA 
doesn't convert thermally within the tip volume; and (3) the SIA is trapped 
at an impurity atom. The use of high-purity W [R=(4 to 5)xl0 ] reduced the 
probability of SIA-impurity atom complex formation. Hence, the trapping 
of SIA's by impurity atoms is less probable for the in-situ ion- irradiation 
experiment than it is for the electron irradiation of bulk specimens. 

Five different FIM specimens, prepared from 4-PZR W, were irradiated 
12 13 -2 

in-situ to doses varying from 1.2x10 to 1.1x10 cm . One specimen was 
irradiated at 273K, two at 473K, one at 553K and one at 558K; the 2 lower 
T.'s are below Stage III and the two higher T.'s are in the bottom of Stage 

* An R value of 4x10^ corresponds to only ^6 to 12 impurity atoms in an FIM 
tip with a volume of M0-l"cnH. In addition., the maximum number of jumps 
an SIA can make is limited by a value of ̂ R2/a^ (see Section 2.5.2). 
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III. A total of M O atomic sites were examined by the pulsed-field evapor
ation method, at M!0K, for SIA's and no unambiguous SIA contrast patterns 
were detected; thus, to within M O at.fr. no_ slow SIA's were detected in 

37 the ion-irradiated specimens. In addition, depleted zones were detected 
in the FIM tips. These irradiation experiments indicated that either: (l) 
the value of Ah . is too high for the R values employed for the fast SIA's 
to convert thermally inside the FIM tips; or (2) the slow SIA does not exist. 

18 3-2. The 2.35 MeV Electron-Irradiation of Tungsten 

Both R=5xl0 crystals and R=15 wires of 0.125mm diameter were irradia-
' -2 ted simultaneously with 2.35 MeV electrons at a flux of MOOuA cm to a 

20 -2 
dose of MxlO electron cm and hence to a close-pair concentration, be
fore recombination, of ̂ 4x10 at.fr. A special electropolishing proced-
ure allowed us to prepare FIM tips at a position that corresponded to a 
T. of ̂ 430K during irradiation. The specimens were subsequently examined 
at M!0K by the pulsed-field evaporation technique. A total of 9 unirradi
ated specimens were also examined. The {ill}, {221}, {332}, {334} and {345} 
planes were used.for determining the reported concentrations. Vacant sites 
or extra atom contrast effects were not counted in the outermost ring of a-

39 toms and the atomic site total does not include these outermost atoms. 
ar 
,-5 

The total number of atoms counted in the control specimens was 3-6x10 and 
therefore the detectable background impurity-atom concentration was <lxl0 
at.fr. 

The electron-irradiated specimens, for both purity levels of W, showed 
an increase in the concentration of defects as a result of the electron ir
radiation. The microstructure consisted of immobile isolated vacancies and 
a second defect which possesses a complex contrast-pattern that extends over 
5 to 15 successive atomic layers. The concentration of the complex contrast-

-k " -5 5 
patterns varied from 1x10 to 1x10 at.fr.; a total of 2.8x10 atomic sites 
were counted. These complex contrast patterns were different from any of 
our earlier strain-field contrast effects; they were also different from 
both the Stage I SIA and solute-atom contrast-patterns. In addition, they 
were different from what one would expect to see for a single SIA based on 

40 
our contrast model. Thus, we are led to the conclusion that the complex i 

http://at.fr
http://at.fr
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contrast-patterns must have been caused by a cluster of point defects. The 
possible point defect clusters are: (l) vacancy clusters; (2) impurity atom-
SIA(s) clusters; and (3) SIA clusters. Vacancy clustering can be ruled out 
since T. was below Stage III. The R=15 W is so impure that impurity atom-

I \ X 4 

SIA(s) clusters were highly probable in these specimens. For the R=5xl0 W 
we require a local composition fluctuation to explain the complex contrast-
patterns on the basis of impurity atom-SIA(s) clusters or alternatively 
they are SIA clusters. If the complex contrast-pattern was the Stage III 
SIA then it possesses an enormous strain-field compared to the Stage I SIA. 
In conclusion, we have found no overwhelming evidence for isolated ther
mally converted SIA's at a concentration above 5x10 at.fr. at T.^430K for 

20 -2 1 

an electron irradiation to a dose of MxlO cm 
Since isolated converted SIA's were not observed we can obtain a lower 

bound to Ah .. Equation (7) was evaluated by taking A 2 equal to the square 
of the distance between impurity atoms at a concentration of both 1 and 3 
appm, v'=7.85xl012sec-1, D,O=0.1cm2sec-1, Ah,m=0.082eV and T.=430K. Thus, 

li li I 
for 1 appm of impurity atoms we require that Ah .>0.26eV and for 3 appm we c require that Ah >0.23eV in order not to see isolated thermally converted 
SIA's. It is Important to note that Ah cannot be much >0.26eV as there 

20 -2 
is a maximum T. at which one may irradiate to a dose of 10 electron cm 
and still be below Stage III. A calculation based on T. equal to 5'+3K and 
an impurity atom concentration of 3 appm shows that Ah .<0.28eV; if Ah . 
were much greater than 0.28eV one would have to irradiate in Stage III 
and hence the concept of a thermally converted SIA would be dubious. 

3.3- Comparison with other Stage III FIM experiments 

3.3-1- Bowkett and RaLph 

Bowkett and Ralph " examined W irradiated at ̂ 60°C to a dose of 10 
-2 

fast neutron cm . They concluded that Stage III annealing may be associa
ted with the migration of single vacancies to form clusters of vacancies. 
These researchers examined solely the {112} plane edges to study defects. 
We have found that this is a poor place to count vacancies (in agreement 

1)2, with Jeannotte and Galligan ) because many geometric vacancies are prodi 
on the edges of planes as a by-product of the field-evaporation process. 

http://at.fr
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Hence, it is not clear that the concentrations they reported had anything 
to do with irradiation produced vacancies. 

3.3.2. Attardo, Galligan and Choy 
43 Attardo et al. irradiated 0.127mm diameter Westinghouse Corp. wire, 

which had been drawn down from 3-PZR single crystals with an R value of 
^4x10 , at M00°C to a dose of 5x10 ' fast neutron cm and a thermal neu
tron dose which was at least twice the fast neutron value. Their FIM inves
tigation detected single vacancies, clusters of vacancies and single extra-
bright spots. The extra bright-spots were anisotropic and the long axis of 
some of the extra bright-spots was approximately parallel to a <110> type 
direction. As a result of annealing the specimens for 1 h at 400°C (in 
Stage III) the concentration of extra bright-spots decreased from 10 to 
<10 at.fr. and simultaneously the concentration of vacancies decreased from 

-3 -3 2x10 to 1.3x10 at.fr. They interpreted their observations in terms of 
the migration of SIA's (extra bright spots) to vacancies in Stage III. 

Our criticism of this work centers around the fact that the thermal 

-3 
20 -2 neutron dose (M0 cm ) results in the transmutation of W to Re; it had 

been shown experimentally that this dose yields a Re concentration of M 0 
44 

at.fr. and this value corresponds to their extra bright-spot concentration. 
27 

We have also shown that SIA's are trapped by Re atoms at the T. employed 
by Attardo et al. Furthermore, we have found experimentally that: (l) the 
contrast patterns produced by single Re atoms are different from the extra 

*as1 
27 

bright-spot pattern ' presented by Attardo et al. and (2) the contrast 
pattern of a SIA-Re complex resembles their extra bright-spot pattern. 
Thus, it is highly likely that the extra bright-spots observed by Attardo 
et al. were SIA-Re clusters. Hence, the observed decrease in the concentra
tion of extra-bright spots is interpretable in terms of vacancy migration 
to a SIA-Re complex. The Re atom remaining after the annihilation of the 
SIA produces a subtle contrast pattern ' which requires, in many cases, 
careful pulsed-field evaporation experiments to detect and not simply the 
controlled field-evaporation technique. 

http://at.fr
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3.4. Comparison With Other Stage III Experiments 
20 30 

The electron irradiation studies of Neeley et al., Kunz et al., and 
31 ' 

Kunz demonstrated that at the end of Stage III essentially all the irradi
ation-induced resistivity had recovered; i.e., there is no_ Stage IV in elec-

31 
tron irradiated W. Kunz also showed that for pre-quenched and electron ir
radiated specimens that: (l) the recovery ofthe Stage III defect could not be 
separated from the annealing of the quenched-in defects; and (2) prequench-
ing the electron-irradiated specimens shifted Stage III recovery to a lower 

30 
T. Furthermore, the Stage I pre-quenching experiments of Kunz et al. and 

31 33 
Kunz in conjunction with the experiments of Park et al. provide convinc
ing evidence that a small portion of the quenched-in resistivity increment 
must be monovacancy in character. All of these results plus the lack of di
rect FIM evidence for isolated thermally converted SIA's (see Section 3-2) 
in electron-irradiated W leads us to conclude that Stage III of irradiated 
W is best described by the migration of monovacancies. 

4. STAGE IV EXPERIMENTS 
In this section we discuss the only FIM irradiation experiment which 

had been performed in Stage IV (^1000K). In addition, we discuss the iso
chronal annealing experiments on quenched W which have, unfortunately, also 
been denoted "Stage IV" experiments. We also consider the only combined FIM 
and resistivity study of quenched W since it is related to the isochronal 
annealing of quenched W. The recovery behavior in Stage IV of neutron (ther
mal and fast) irradiated W is not considered since we believe it is consid-

44 
erably more complex than had been suggested. 

4.1. Jeannotte and Galligan 
42 

Jeannotte and Galligan " irradiated, at 60°C, General Electric (GE) 
18 -2 

218 undoped W wires to a dose of MxlO fast neutron cm and ZR-W (after 
20 -2 

being drawn into wire) to a dose of M.3xl0 fast neutron cm ; the thermal 
neutron dose in both cases was unspecified but exceeded the fast neutron 
dose (communicated by Prof. J.M. Galligan). The GE undoped W was subsequent
ly annealed at 870 and 900°C and the monovacancy concentration was monitored 
as a function of annealing time employing the field-evaporation technique. 
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st The decay behavior at both T's approximately obeyed 1 -order annealing 
kinetics and the Q for the process was 3-3eV. The vacancy concentration in 

-3 -S 
the ZR-W was found to decrease from M O at.fr. at U00°C to ̂ ,10 at.fr. at 
700°C; the vacancies in this case were not always monovacancies, but instead 
were contained in small clusters and dislocation loops (communicated by 
Prof. J. M. Galligan). The authors interpreted their results to imply that 
monovacancies are mobile in the range 700 to 900°C (Stage IV) and that the 
monovacancy migration energy (E ) is 3-3eV. 

The criticism of their study centers around the fact that the W was 
both initially impure and that the large thermal neutron dose resulted in 

44 
the formation of a significant rhenium concentration. Hence, the observed 
migration of vacancies between 700 and 900°C could have been the result of 
an impurity-delayed diffusion process. Secondly, the Q of 3.3eV is unac-
ceptably high for E ; this high Q value is probably a result of the as
sumption of a 1 -order kinetic process, as the fit at 900°C is not parti
cularly good. Furthermore, an impurity-delayed diffusion process would im
ply that the Q is given by E plus a binding energy term and not simply 
T , m 

Elv-
4.2. Park, Huang, Berger and Balluffi 

33 34 35 Park et al. ' ' have developed a clean technique for quenching W 
specimens. In this technique single-crystals are radiation quenched in a 
UHV system directly to 4.2K from the range 2700 to 3565K. They quenched ZR 
W that had received as many as 10 passes and found that the quenched-in re
sistivity increment systematically decreased as the number of passes was 
increased. For 10-PZR W their resistivity increment was M.5 times smaller 
than the lowest quenched-in increment previously reported (Khoshnevisan et 
al. ). This result indicated that a significant concentration of impurity 
atoms had been quenched-in in the less pure specimens. A pulsed-field e-
vaporation study of an 8-PZR specimen indicated that the lower limit to the 
monovacancy concentration quenched-in was 5x10 at.fr. for a quench temper
ature (T ) of 3550K. The strongest piece of corroboratory evidence that 
Park et al. quenched-in vacancies is the pre-quenching experiment performed 
on electron-irradiated W by Kunz et al. and Kunz. 

http://at.fr
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This combined resistivity and FIM study demonstrated that impurity a-
toms and impurity atom-vacancy clusters were also quenched-in. Hence, it 
may not be physically significant to ascribe the apparent monovacancy for-
mation energy (E ) determined by the conventional resistivity technique to 

f f 
the actual E, . Thus, the use of an apparent value of E, by Schultz and U6 co-workers and Gripshover et al. to determine E by deduction employing SD 47 the activation energy for self-diffusion (Q ) in W most likely results 
in an E with a complicated physical significance. 

4.3- Other Relevant Non-FIM Experiments 

The superfluid helium quenching technique had been employed by Kunz 
1+8 U6 

and Schultz and Bass and co-workers to study the isochronal annealing 
behavior of W for T = 2755 to 3400K. These workers found a single major 
isochronal stage (which they labled Stage IV) centered at T's between 800 
and 1200K; the center of this recovery stage shifted towards lower T with 

31 33 
increasing T . From the work of Kunz and Park et al. it is clear that 

q. 
this recovery stage involved the migration of monovacancies, but that the 
concentration of quenched-in monovacancies migrating between 800 and 1200K 48 must have been considerably less than what Kunz and Schultz and Gripshover 

46 
et al. estimated it to be. Therefore, the most probable reason why the 
main isochronal stage (800 to 1200K) of quenched W lies somewhat above 
Stage III (500 to 1000K) of electron or neutron-irradiated W is simply that 
the quenched-in monovacancy increment was always less than the monovacancy 
concentration remaining at the beginning of Stage III of irradiated W. 
This important point regarding equal monovacancy concentrations at the start 
of Stage III in irradiated or quenched specimens had been made for the FCC 

49 
metals by Schilling and Sonnenberg. Thus, we believe that calling the 
isochronal annealing stage in quenched W "Stage IV" is a misnomer. The 
problems associated with activation energy measurements for this stage are 18 considered elsewhere. 

5. SUMMARY 
The following conclusions were reached: (l) the value of Av, . for the 

li 
Stage I SIA is less than 0.02ft ; (2) a strong SIA long-range migration peak 
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was found at ̂ 38K; (3) Stage I must terminate at ̂ ,45K and not 100K as had 
been suggested by earlier researchers; (h) the maximum possible downward T 
shift of the 38K peak was <10K due to the pAv . effect; (5) the isochronal 
recovery spectra of 4 different purity levels (R=15 to 5x10 ) of 30keV W 
ion-irradiated W were essentially identical between 18 and 120K; (6) these 
4 different purity level W specimens exhibited a distinct series of long-
range migration recovery peaks at ̂ 38, 50, 65 and 80K with a small amount 
of recovery observed up to 120K; (7) conclusions (5) and (6) indicate that 
the distribution of SIA's produced by the 30keV W ion irradiations was such 
that the SIA's only interacted weakly with the impurity atoms and that the 
SIA-SIA reaction dominated the recovery behavior; (8) the long-range migra
tion peaks fit a diffusion-limited annealing model; (9) the FIM experiments 
provided direct evidence for the long-range migration of both SIA's and SIA 
clusters in Stage II between ̂ 45 and 120K; (10) the FIM observations of SIA 
long-range migration in Stages I and II are in agreement with the Dausinger-
Schultz results if a T shift of ̂ 5 to 6.5K is made to superimpose the long-
range migration peaks in the two sets of data; (ll) the Ah . of an SIA to 
a C atom is M).03eV and the Ah of an SIA toa Re atom is >0.8eV; (l2)no e-
vidence has been found for isolated thermally converted SIA's (the Stage 
III SIA) at a concentration above 5x10 at.fr. at T.^430K for W electron 

20 —2 1 

irradiated to a dose of MxlO cm ; (13) it is argued that in the Attardo 
et al. experiments that the transmutation of W to Re, as a result of a ther-

20 -2 mal neutron dose of M 0 cm , caused a large number of SIA's to become 
trapped at Re atoms and that the contrast effect they observed after a 60°C 
irradiation was due to a Re-SIA complex; and (l4) the W quenching experi
ments of Kunz and Schultz, Gripshover et al. in conjunction with the pre-
quenching and electron irradiation experiments of Kunz et al. and the com
bined FIM-resistivity study.of Park et al. indicate that the quenched-in 
resistivity increment may consist of mainly dispersed impurity-atoms, va
cancy-impurity atom clusters and a small concentration of monovacancies. 
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